
DORNOCH GRAND

FIBRE FEST
DORNOCH SOCIAL CLUB

16 & 17 MARCH 2013  -  10 to 4  -  FREE ENTRY

Highland Quilters
Sandra Ian

Highland Quilters is a quilting group
based in Inverness. Highland Quilters has
regular meetings and runs talks and
workshops for members. They will be
selling starter kits, and demonstrating
patchwork and quilting on both days.

Dornoch Craft Guild
Sally Wild
Mary Luckie

(01862) 810140

Sally and Mary are stalwarts of the
Dornoch Art and Crafts Guild and, as well
as general administration, they will be
demonstrating how to spin on her
spinning wheel and weave on a variety of
looms.

The Highland Guild of
Spinners, Weavers &
Dyers

www.hgwsd.co.uk

A group of people from all over the
Highlands (and beyond) who enjoy
weaving, spinning or dyeing (often all
three!). We all enjoy passing on our skills
and learning from each other, and will be
there on both days doing demonstrations.
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Exhibitors & Demonstrators
The following individuals and organisations are confirmed as attending Fibre Fest 2013 to either
demonstrate their craft skills and/or to provide an opportunity to purchase craft materials and
products. Why not come along and give it a try - it’s free to enter!



SewGREAN
Sheila Kennard

(01408) 634253

GREAN is a social enterprise based in
Golspie.

SewGREAN specialise in up-cycling textiles
and fabrics to make a range of clothes, hats,
bags and toys for re-sale.

Whiteinch Natural
Anne Marie Skidmore

(01309) 691616

Anne Marie stocks yarns and fleeces from
her own flock and from other sustainable
sources.  Wool breeds include Shetland,
Blue Face Leicester Cross, Gotland,
Romney. She also makes and sells  a
selection of accessories.

Ross Stitch
Margaret Hood

mhredtail@googlemail.com

Based in the northern Highlands, a group
of textile artists and embroiderers who
meet for regular workshops.

There will be small starter packs for sale.
Demonstrations in a variety of techniques
on Saturday.

Moorit Mix Woolens &
Assynt Scarves
Bridie & Russell Pursey

(01854) 666204

Crafting in the North-West Highlands for
over 30 years, alongside raising sheep,
Russell uses acid dyes to create strong,
colourful impressions on silk scarves and
ties. Bridie spins a variety of shades of wool
from their Shetland flock, and knits hats
and scarves, and other clothing.

Kiki’s Craft Corner

(01520) 722919
www.kikiscraftcorner.co.uk

We are a craft supply shop located in the
Highlands. We supply materials, tools and
notions for fibre and textile enthusiasts,
ranging from patchwork fabric and threads,
knitting wool and needles, wool tops and
notions for felting and spinning, to hand-
made craft items and gifts.

Jill Barnes Smocking
Jill Barnes

(01862) 811844
www.smockingbyjillbarnes.co.uk

Traditional smocking with a modern twist.

Demonstrations on Saturday.

Dresses on display and for sale.


